
DESIGN ALBUM



At JNR NATION we are creating a FASHION REVOLUTION,

and that revolution includes you!
Here at JNR Nation, we thrive on being edgy and unique! We're passionate about providing an exceptional
service, and exclusive products that are distinctive and bold. We love to think outside the box and strive to
produce fashion that can be tailored to not only our customer needs, but their wants as well! 
 
Our exclusive prints are designed according to our most frequent customer requests! That means YOU help us
to decide the prints we create! YOU decide how unique and current our threads are! HOW? Each week we
release new prints, and if you follow us on our socials you'll see that we love to engage with and involve our
customer and follower base! We love to see what our customers want, so that we can deliver! So, in utilising
our socials, we ask questions and conduct polls to generate and promote conversations, new ideas, and of
course – EXCITEMENT! This means that YOU get a say! Want watermelons and pineapples for your Summer
wardrobe vibe? Milkshakes and Roller Skates? Well, here at JNR Nation – anything is possible! So if you have
an idea, no matter how big or small, whatever you might want - hit us up on our socials! We want to hear it!
Your vote helps us design and release our new prints!
 
We are massive advocates for sustainability, and we are constantly striving to reduce our impact on the
textile waste epidemic. Here in Australia, we collectively send about 85% of textiles to landfill. Australia falls
second in the world, just behind North America, when it comes to the purchase, consumption and discard of
textiles. What does this mean to us? It means we are committed to reducing our footprint, and are dedicated
to creating our designs in a more sustainable fashion. We believe in consciously creating our wardrobe, to
avoid mass wastage. So, once our customers place their custom order with their selection of prints, we then
print the specific fabric allowance needed, with eco-friendly dyes. 
 
 

"YOU help us to

decide the

prints we

create!"



This means we don't have huge amounts of leftover stock, which would inevitably become part of the textile
waste epidemic. Instead, our clothes are loved year round, and you get to decide on your own fashion style, by
making a conscious, custom order! So how does this work for you? 
 

You select your print from our Design Album
 Reduce, Reuse, Recycle! To save on textile waste, once you order we print your requested print on the
highest quality stretch fabric, which is created from recycled bottles and plastics, specifically collected
from and near our oceans. We use eco-friendly inks when we print these designs.
 Your clothing is then lovingly, and ethically handmade to the highest standards, here in our studio on the
Gold Coast, Australia.

 
Our fabrics have an Ultraviolet Protection Factor rating of 50+ (UPF50+). This rating indicates how much of
the sun’s UV radiation is absorbed. A rating of 50+ indicates that the fabric allows only 1/50th (2%) UV
transmission, which means our clothing provides the best possible protection from the harsh sun. Our fabrics
are also 4.5% more chlorine resistant than your average swimwear fabrics.
 
Our Boardshort fabric is also made from recycled materials. It has a stretch component whilst remaining
super lightweight, smooth, quick drying and soft. You can get ANY of our print designs for your Boardies too!
 
Our stretch fabric is a recycled Polyester/Lycra blend and is perfect for all of our styles! The opportunities
are endless and the only decision you need to make is which print… Leotard? Bikini? Bomber Jacket? Skirts?
Leggings? Your choice! Our fabrics are sustainable, smooth, soft, retain shape and are impeccable quality.
 
Want to match your mini? We don’t stop at kids threads! We currently offer adult sizing in select designs:
Bomber Jackets, Leggings, Dresses and Skirts.
 
Our size range generally starts at infant size 00 and expands all the way to a size 14. Our fabrics are a Lycra
blend, so if you’re unsure, we recommend sizing up one size. Our stretch fabrics will sit firmly against the
body, so sizing up will allow a little extra length and a little extra movement, for the ultimate comfort.
 
Get excited! Get involved! Get creative!

1.
2.

3.

go to www.JNRNATION.com to customISE YOUR order!
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p/1.  DREAMY UNICORNS p/2. pastel pink p/3. blushing roller girl

p/4. ice cream fundae p/5. PINK FAIRY BREAD p/6. COTTON CANDY

PRINTS
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p/7. purple power p/8. Glorious galaxy p/9. neon pink

p/10. stellar nebula p/11.  hot pink mermaid p/12. PINK BOMB SQUAD

DESIGN ALBUM - prints
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p/13. Turquoise Mermaid p/15. jungle rumble

p/16. MINTy FAIRY BREAD p/17. minty p/18.  avocardio

p/14.  rainbow sunshine
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p/23. LITTLE GENERAL p/24.  jnr captain

20. p/19. military bomb squad p/21. Pledge Your Allegiance

p/22. Pledge Your Allegiance

p/20.  squad nation
gun metal

white
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p/25. BLUE FAIRY BREAD p/27. ocean roller girl

p/28. luminous jellyfish p/29. mermaid exist p/30. pastel blue

p/26.  chip thief
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p/31. black heart p/33. SILVER MERMAID

p/34. GOLD MERMAID p/35. beetle juice p/36. love is love

p/32. brooklyn burger
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p/37. jungle roar  
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p/39. donut judge mep/38. gooey cookies
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q/1. Fuchsia/silver Sequins q/3. Purple/turquoise Sequins

q/4. Black/Silver Sequins

q/2. Golden/silver Sequins

q/5. rainbow Sequins

SEQUINS
Our sequins are non stretch, so are suitable for

Sequin Bombers, Flutter Bombers And Sequin skirts only
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s/5. rashie s/6. flutter bikini bottoms

s/1. lush laced swimmers s/2. luxe bikini set s/3. sun smart swim suit

STYLES

s/4. beached as summer top



14.

DESIGN ALBUM - STYLES

s/10. shorties s/11. shorty slouchies s/12. shorty sporty leggings (3/4)

s/7. swim skins s/8. boardies s/9. jnr freedom movers
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DESIGN ALBUM - STYLES

s/16. sequin skirt s/17. caped skater skirt s/18. hollow cape skirt

s/13. slouchies s/14. leggings s/15. california skater skirt
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DESIGN ALBUM - STYLES

s/22. leo s/23. cap sleeved leo s/24. long sleeved leo

s/19. reversible skater vibes dress s/20. pixie power dress s/21. halo party dress
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DESIGN ALBUM - STYLES

s/28. scoop drop tee s/29. flutter crop s/30. sequin bomber

s/25. ying yang life leo s/26. gym crop top s/27. muscle beach tank
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DESIGN ALBUM - STYLES

s/34. ECO CREW BAG s/35. JNR HANDBAG

s/31. bomber s/32. Flutter Bomber s/33. dreamy robe

s/36. scrunchies
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DESIGN ALBUM - STYLES

s/37. tropical head wrap



ORDERING
IS AS EASY
AS FAIRY
BREAD... 
and you'll want to throw a party when you
realise how easy it is to create your own
unique pieces!

1.
2.

Go to JnrNation.com, and select your
chosen styles

Select your chosen print and size

3. Checkout, and have your own fairy bread
party, while we create your custom
design!

20.


